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During karyokinesis in the ciliate, Tetrahymena pyriformis,

strain GL-I, an extranuclear chromatin body (ECB) is frequently

formed as an excluded mass between the two dividing daughter macro-

nuclei. The formation and fate of ECB's were followed by means of

Feu lgen, toluidine blue 0, and euchrysine staining and autoradiography

(
3 H-thymidine). The following results were obtained: 1) Fifty-one

percent of the dividing cells in a log growth phase culture produce one

(43%) or more (8%) ECB's. 2) Newly formed ECB's respond to stains

and extractions as do macronuclei. 3) Single ECB's assort randomly

into either daughter cell. 4) By the completion of cytokinesis, most

newly formed ECB's have undergone changes in morphology and

stainability. 5) The ECB's gradually disappear during the cell cycle:

the percentage of daughter cells with recently formed ECB's remains

relatively constant at 30% for the first 35 minutes and then decreases



gradually to about 10% just before division 2 (at 205 minutes). 6) The

remaining ECB's are carried through division 2, and are found in 5%

of the subsequent G1 cells. 7) Most of these ECB's disappear during

the next cell cycle, although some are carried into division 3. 8)

ECB's once formed do not incorporate labeled thymidine at any time

in the cell cycle.

ECB's in log growth phase G1 cells placed into starvation

medium (inorganic salts) disappear rapidly and almost completely

(from 30% at division to 1% by 90 minutes as compared to 30% to 15%

in cells maintained in nutrient medium).

Almost all (88%) heat synchronized cells form at least one ECB

at the first synchronized division (21% form two), resulting in 48%

of the daughter cells with an ECB. This value drops rapidly to 8%

within 80 minutes and to 5% just prior to the second synchronized

division (at 105 minutes) and then rises to 55% following this division.

The extra percent of ECB's is due to the small carryover from the

first division.

The loss of ECB's probably results from intracellular digestion

with subsequent reincorporation or elimination of the breakdown

products. These and other data suggest that ECB formation is a

factor in the maintenance of some optimum nucleo-cytoplasmic mass

ratio which may be involved in the control of the cell cycle.
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THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS FACTORS ON THE FORMATION
AND FATE OF EXTRANUCLEAR CHROMATIN BODIES

IN TETRAHYMENA PYRIFORMIS

INTRODUCTION

Included in the cytoplasm of certain ciliate protozoa are masses

resembling nuclear material. These masses as a rule are basophilic,

and Feulgen- positive and are therefore chromatin. Their general

appearance is like that of micronuclei and they often have been

erroneously described as such (Kidder, 1933). These masses may

represent a means of chromatin elimination. They are usually formed

either as (1) residual masses left behind on the bridge connecting

dividing daughter macronuclei, as (2) protrusions budding off the

macronuclei shortly after division is complete (Raikov, 1969), or as

(3) an aspect of the hemixis process (see below). In most cases the

chromatin masses become free from the macronucleus and pass into

the cytoplasm, where they gradually disappear.

The literature concerning these chromatin bodies is limited,

dates mostly prior to 1955, and is burdened with a wide spectrum of

terminology. The bodies are variously referred to as "Kernspalten"

(Stein, 1859); chromatin nucleoli (Riesch, 1908); extrusion chromatin

(Behrend, 1916; Furgason, 1940); "ZwischenkOrper" (Hass, 1933);

residual masses (Beers, 1948); chromatin bodies (Painter, 1945; Dass,

1950); extrusion bodies (Woodruff, 1941; Turner, 1930; Summers,
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1935; Griffin, 1910; Shepard, 1965; Nilsson, 1970); nuclear buds

(Walker and Mitchison, 1957); subnuclear aggregates (Scherbaum

et al. , 1958; Sullivan and Rice, 1965); macronuclear chromatin ex-

trusion bodies (Dysart, 1963); and extranuclear chromatin bodies

(Salamone and Nachtwey, 1973). The term extranuclear chromatin

body (abbreviated ECB) will be used in the present study, as it is both

descriptive without being committed to any one mode of formation,

and general enough to include all possible modes.

Depending on the mode of formation, a cell may give rise to one,

two, three, or more ECB's. Generally, only one or two ECB's are

formed from a nuclear division bridge, whereas budding off results

in several ECB's. The larger numbers of ECB's usually result from

fragmentation of large buds or as a result of hemixis. Kidder and

Diller (1934) counted eight ECB's in one Colpidium cell, while Dass

(1950) observed six in Glaucoma, and Diller (1936) reported up to

twenty after hemixis.

Among the protozoa, ECB's appear to be limited to the ciliates

and they may be universal within the subclass Holotricha (Kidder and

Claff, 1938). ECB's formed as residual masses on the bridge con-

necting daughter nuclei are common among the Hymenostomatida and

Thigmotrichida, having been reported in, for example, Frontonia

(Devi, 1960), Colpidium (Devide, 1951), Philaster (Mugard, 1948),

Glaucoma (Dass, 1950), Ophryoglena (Carasso and Favard, 1965;
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Savoie, 1961), Dismatistoma (Tuffrau and Savoie, 1961),

Conchophthirius anodonta (Kidder 1934), Urocentrum turbo (Kidder

and Diller, 1934), and Tetrahymena (Furgason, 1940; McDonald,

1958). ECB formation by nuclear budding after division, while also

found in the Hymenostomatida [for example, Colpoda (Padnos, 1962)

Ichthyophthirus (Mugard, 1948) and Conchophthirius curtis (Beers,

1948)] , is of wider distribution among ciliates than ECB formation

associated with division bridges.

Hemixis, the third mode of chromatin elimination, may occur

uncoupled from division and can be of four types; (1) splitting of the

macronucleus into large segments (generally two) which segregate

at subsequent cell divisions and regenerate into normal macronuclei;

(2) extrusion of small fragments (up to twenty) which usually disappear,

apparently resorbed by the cytoplasm; (3) a combination of the pre-

vious two; (4) complete disintegration of the macronucleus which leads

to lethality (Diller, 1936; Raikov, 1969). Plemixis has been reported

primarily in the Spirotrichae such as Euplotes woodruffi (Ikeda, 1955),

Balantidium elongatum (Sukhanova, 1960), and Blepharisma undulans

(Padmavathi, 1960). It has also been observed in four species of

Paramecium (Diller, 1936, 1940, 1948; Vivier, 1960; Morat, 1965),

in several species of Epistylis (Seshachar, 1946) and in the Suctorian

Tokophyra infusionum (Rudzinska, 1956).
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Possibly the first observation of ECB' s was in 1859 when Stein

noticed "Kernspalten" (nuclear fragments) arising from the macro-

nucleus of Aspidisica lynceus (cited in Woodruff, 1941). These

fragments originate from the reorganization area, which lies between

the replication bands, and pass into the cytoplasm (Summer, 1935).

Later, Reisch (1908) described the formation of a central mass of

deeply staining chromatin in dividing macro nuclei of Colpidium

colpoda. Again, in 1916 ECB's were reported for Loxocephlalus

(Behrend, 1916) and in 1919 for Uroleptus (Calkins, 1919), but no

definitive studies were initiated until those of Calkins (1930) and

especiallyof Kidder (1933a, 1933b, 1934) and his students (Kidder

and Claff, 1938; Kidder and Diller, 1934). All these latter reports

dealt entirely with the occurrences in nature of ECB' s and their

relationship to the cell cycle.

The first report of ECB's in Tetrahymena was by Furgason

(1940), which was later confirmed by several investigations

(Scherbaum et al. , 1958; McDonald, 1958; Dysart, 1959, 1960;

Shepard, 1965, Nilsson, 1970). Furgason observed that ECB's color

intensely with Heidenhain's haematoxylin and Feulgen stain, and he

suggested they were masses of chromatin which failed to be incor-

porated in the main macronuclear body after division. Scherbaum

et al. (1958) determined the effect of heat synchronization on the

formation of ECB's while Shepard (1965) observed the effect of
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ultraviolet light, and Dysart (1959, 1960) studied their nature and

occurrence in twenty strains of eleven species of Tetrahymena.

The significance of this ECB production in ciliates has been

uncertain. Early investigators postulated that ECB production was a

means of chromatin elimination, or "purification" after nuclear

reorganization, or a method of exchange between the nucleus and

cytoplasm. Recent studies in this laboratory with Tetrahymena

pyriformis suggest that ECB's play an essential role in the main-

tenance of some optimum nucleo-cytoplasmic mass ratio which may

be involved in the control of the cell cycle.

The present study was undertaken to investigate in detail and

by modern methods the formation and fate of ECB's in Tetrahymena

subjected to a variety of conditions that affect the cell cycle (sta-

tionary growth, heat shock, UV-irradiation, treatment with hydrox-

yurea). In particular, this study has sought to provide quantitative

data which would refine or expand the rather limited information pre-

viously recorded. This was accomplished by exploiting the investi-

gative possibilities afforded by techniques such as spectrocyto-

photometry, autoradiography, and fluorescence microscopy, as well

as conventional cytochemistry.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Organism

The ciliate protozoon Tetrahymena pyriformis, was used in

this study. This organism is a useful tool for biochemical investiga-

tions because its synthetic capacities allow it to multiply in an axenic

medium devoid of heat labile compounds or complexes (Kidder and

Dewey, 1945). It has a short generation time of approximately 205

minutes at 260 C, and is large enough to allow the isolation and

manipulation of single cells. Three strains of Tetrahymena pyriformis

were used, one micronucleate (HSM) and two amicronucleate (GL-I

and W). Strain HSM was obtained from the laboratory of Dr. Ivan

Cameron (Univ. of Texas), strain W from the Laboratory of Dr. David

C. Shepard (California State University, San Diego); and strain GL-I

from that of Dr. Joseph Frankel (Univ. of Iowa). Unless otherwise

stated, strain GL-I should be considered the organism of study.

All strains have approximately the same generation time,

growth requirements, and nucleic composition. Nucleic acids repre-

sent 4. 5% to 4.9% of the dry weight when grown axenically (Kidder

and Dewey, 1949). In both amicronucleate strains (Heinrich et al. ,

1952; Scherbaum, 1957) and in strain HSM (Flavin and Engleman,

1953; Cameron and Guile, 1965), ribonucleic acid (RNA)predominates.
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Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) represents only 10% of the total nucleic

acids in these strains (Seaman, 1955).

Methods of Culture

All strains were incubated at 26° + 0.5 C and cultured

axenically in glass tubes containing 8 ml of a tryptone based medium

(growth medium), which is designated Tyess (Table 1). Logarithmic

growth was maintained, as suggested by Prescott (1957), by daily

subculturing in fresh medium, utilizing a flamed platinum wire loop.

For utilization in experiments, cells were handled according

to the procedure described by Nachtwey and Dickinson (1967). This

involved depositing several one microliter drops by touching a

capillary tube (1 mm diameter) containing the appropriate medium to

a Falcon Plastics tissue culture Petri dish (35 x 10mm) and covering

the drops with a layer of paraffin oil to prevent evaporation. One or

more cells were then isolated into the individual drops using a micro-

pipette attached to a piece of surgical tubing with mouthpiece. Cells

could be drawn in or released from the pipette by a gentle suction and

blowing out. Cell types and drop numbers were recorded and then

further treated according to the nature of the experiment, as will be

individually outlined in the Results.

In one experiment it was necessary to determine cell concen-

tration. To perform this measurement, a Sedgewick Rafter chamber
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Table 1. Tyess Growth Medium.

Quantity needed to
Ingredients make one liter

Tryptone (Difco)

Basamin-Busch Yeast Extract (Anheuser-Busch)

Soluble Starch (Difco)

Balanced Salt Stock Solution (see below)

Glass Distilled Water

2.5 grams

5.0 g rams

5.0 grams

5.0 milliliters

995.0 milliliters

Stock Solution for Osterhout's Balanced Salt' Solution (200X) 2

NaCI 2.08 grams

MgSO4 7H20 0.164 grams

MgC12 6H20 0.22 grams

KC1 0.46 grams

CaCl2 0.02 grams

Glass Distilled Water 100.0 milliliters
1 All salts from Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
2For use, stock solution is diluted 1:200.
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was employed. To a homogeneous aliquot of the culture in a Petri

dish (35 x 10mm) one drop of formalin was added. The cells im-

mediately ceased moving and the culture was then swirled to prevent

clumping. A one milliliter sample was pipetted from the Petri dish

to the chamber and a coverslip added. Measurements were made

with a 10X microscope objective and an ocular grid. The total num-

ber of cells in the area beneath the grid were counted. Twenty such

areas were counted per one milliliter sample and the final concen-

tration calculated from the formula below.

Total number of Cells Counted X 1000mm3

Volume Counted in mm3

The volume was ascertained by multiplying the area of the grid by the

depth of the chamber (1mm) and the number of areas counted.

Determination of Generation Time and Cell Cycle Stages

To determine the generation time of control and experimental

cells, the previously described method of Nachtwey and Dickinson

(1967) was employed. Dividing cells (usually between 25 and 40)

were selected from an appropriate culture (treatment depending upon

nature of experiment) and singly isolated into drops of medium under

paraffin oil. The dividing cells were examined and when 50% of these

had separated, this time was designated as time zero. (One hundred

percent separation generally occurred within ten minutes of time
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zero. ) The cells were observed at frequent intervals thereafter and

the time at which 50% of the cells had divided again was determined.

The length of the interval between this 50% division time and time

zero was designated as the generation time.

The generation time (cell cycle' duration) for log phase

Tetrahymena pyriformis, strain GL-I cells grown under the standard

conditions given above averaged 205 minutes. The breakdown for

the stages of the cell cycle 1 is depicted in Figure 1. These stages

and their respective times will be referred to in both the Results and

the Discussion. The values presented are those determined by David

Worthington (1973).

Starvation Procedures

To induce starvation, cells were transferred from growth

medium to a starvation medium composed of a diluted Osterhout's

balanced salt solution (Table 1) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The

polyvinylpyrrolidone (Antara Chemicals) was added to a final concen-

tration of 0.01% (w/v) to help prevent lysis when transferring cells

from growth medium to starvation medium.

'Usually the cell cycle is divided into two parts: interphase and
mitosis. Interphase has been subdivided into GI, S, and Gz, for
before, during and after DNA synthesis, respectively (Howard and
Pe lc, 1953). The symbol D in Figure 1 stands for cytokinesis or
division instead of mitosis, since mitosis as classically defined does
not appear to occur in Tetrahymena.
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Figure 1. Cell cycle of Tetrahymena pyriformis, strain
GL-I, cultured at 26 ± 0. 5° C in Tyess medium.
The numbers on the inside of the circle represent
the approximate duration of each period, and the
numbers on the outside the accumulated time in the
cell cycle.
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A logarithmic culture was washed five times with starvation

medium using a hand operated swinging bucket centrifuge (the super-

natant fluid was aspirated off with a Pasteur pipette). The cells were

then resuspended in starvation medium. Five washings proved ex-

ceedingly effective; in only one case did more than 3% of the cells

divide during 10 hours of starvation.

Heat Synchronization

Synchronization was brought about using a modification of the

method described by Zeuthen and Scherbaum (1954). This consisted

of exposing log phase cells to a series of heat shocks consisting of

30 minutes at 34o C which were alternated with 30 minutes of growth

at 28° C.

The cells were synchronized in 10 ml volumes of growth medium

in sterile 25 ml Erlenmeyer flasks. The flasks rested on a wire

platform partially submerged in a water bath, whose temperature was

controlled by an automatic timing mechanism. Adequate oxygenation

was ensured by gentle agitation throughout the synchronization period.

Cultures were subjected to nine heat shocks, then removed from

the bath, and allowed to come to room temperature. At approximately

90 minutes after EST (end of synchronizing treatment), the culture

underwent a synchronized division. A second synchronized division

followed 1.7 hours after the first. Cells used for study were isolated
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at various times from EST to the end of the second synchronized

division. Individual designs will be discussed separately in the

Results.

Hydroxyurea Blockage of Cell Division

For use in blockage of cell division, hydroxyurea (Calbiochem)

was made up in a 200 mM stock solution and diluted as needed.

Hydroxyurea (HU) was predominantly used at a concentration of 10

mM, as this gave consistent results. Shelf life for stock solutions

was shown to be short and so stocks were discarded after one month.

HU was added directly to aliquots (usually 4 ml) of log phase

cultures. Incubation time was between 10 and 11 hours after which

the HU was removed by centrifuge washing as previously described.

Cells so treated showed a recovery delay period (Worthington, 1972)

of 4 1/2 to 6 hours before they underwent a partially synchronous

division. Dividing cells were selected and "spotted" (see Slide

Preparation, page 14).

UV-irradiation

Ultraviolet irradiation was accomplished with a 15 watt General

Electric "germicidal" lamp (emitting predominantly at wavelength

254nm) providing irradiance of 2 W m-2 (20 ergs/mm2/sec).
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Cells were kept in the dark after irradiation to prevent photoreactiva-

tion. During observations the microscope lamp was covered by a

yellow filter and the room illuminated with red light. After an

average recovery period of 14.7 hours, the dividers were isolated

and spotted.

Slide Preparation

For preparation of slides, cells were transferred with a micro-

pipette to 10% growth medium. The cells were then individually

pipetted ("spotted") onto gelatin coated (0.5% gelatin and 0.05% chrom

alum) glass slides, the excess medium removed to facilitate drying

and the position of each cell recorded. Cells were further dried by

placing slides in a sealed box containing Drierite (W. A. Hammond

Drierite Co.) for a miminum of 24 hours. If the slides were not

dried in this way, further treatment often resulted in the loss of cells

from the slides.

Determining Percentage of ECB's

In order to determine the percentage of ECB's in a sample the

following procedure was performed. Dividing cells were isolated from

the particular culture (culture conditions varied with experiment),

allowed to separate, and spotted as sister pairs on glass slides. The
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slides were then Feu lgen stained, auto radiographs prepared, incu-

bated and developed, and the number of ECB's determined per sister

pair. ECB's were detected in the cytoplasm as either Feulgen posi-

tive masses or as areas of concentrated silver grains. Variations

from this scheme will be individually discussed in the Results.

Cytophotometric Technique

Cells to be analyzed cytophotometrically were fixed in acid-

alcohol (a 3:1 mixture of 95% ethyl alcohol and glacial acetic acid)

and Feulgen stained according to a modification of the procedure of

Leuchtenberger (1958). The cells were hydrolyzed in 3.5N HCL at

37o C for 15 minutes instead of IN HCL at 60o C for 12 minutes.

This led to a brighter stain which still proved stoichiometric

(Sheppard, 1972).

The Feu lgen positive material was measured by a Canalco Ultra

Microspectrophotometer fitted with a 20X objective. The standard

two wavelength procedure, as outlined by Patau (1952), was employed,

using wavelengths 502. 5nm and 550nm. Results were expressed as

relative amounts of DNA in arbitrary units.

Auto radiographic Techniques

Radioactive nucleosides which were added directly to growth

or starvation media, and incorporated by Tetrahymena cells, were
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assayed by autoradiography. Tritium labeled thymidine (thymidine-

methyl- 3H, 6. 7 Ci/mM, New England Nuclear Corp. ) was used

exclusively for DNA. Cells fixed only in acid-alcohol had label in

RNA and DNA. The label in DNA was determined by subjecting cells

to Feu lgen treatment which removed RNA. Exact details concerning

the various methods and periods of labeling will be discussed for

each individual experiment in the Results.

Slides were fixed in acid-alcohol, extracted or not as indicated

below, dipped in Kodak NTB 3 photographic emulsion (Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, New York), placed in a light-tight box, and stored

at 9° C until they were ready to be developed. All autoradiographic

procedures were performed according to the procedures detailed by

Prescott (1964).

In order to determine the appropriate autoradiographic exposure

time, test slides were developed daily. All slides were developed

for two minutes in Dektol (Kodak), at 17 + 10 C, rinsed in water,

fixed for four minutes in Kodak acid-fixer, rinsed for 30 minutes in

running water, counterstained with Fast Green (pH 4.2, 0.01M acetate

buffer), mounted with Permount (Fisher Scientific Co.) and examined

under a microscope for the location and quantity of silver grains.
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Extraction Procedures

Differential extraction procedures were used to test specificity

of radioactive labeling. Cells were extracted after fixation but prior

to dipping in emulsion. The Feu lgen procedure permitted indentifi-

cation of macronuclei as well as extraction of RNA. RNA was also

extracted by ribonuclease (RNase). In this case acid-alcohol fixed

slides were washed in water and placed into a 1% buffered (5 x 10-4 M

Na2HPO4 and 5 x 10-4M KH
2
PO4) RNase solution (Worthington

Biochemical Co. ). Incubation time was two hours at 350 C. Removal

of both RNA and DNA from fixed and washed slides was accomplished

by treatment with 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 850 C for one hour.

Grain Counts

Grain counts were made with a Tiyoda compound microscope

using a 100X oil immersion objective. Included in the ocular was a

Whipple disc which delimited a unit area of 30.211m2. Individual

macronuclei were classified as labeled if a randomly counted unit

area over the macro nucleus exceeded by five grains a similar unit

area over the cytoplasm. The grains per unit area over the macro-

nucleus and ECB were used to estimate the relative total radioactivity

in macronuclear and ECB DNA. Background counts were negligible

compared to the grain counts over the cellular material.
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Fluorescence Microscopy and Cytochemistry

ECB's were observed in both live and fixed cells. The forma-

tion and subsequent history of the ECB's was most easily studied in

living cells treated with a vital stain. Cells were stained with

euchrysine, a purified animoacridine dye, and viewed with a fluores-

cense microscope. The instrumentation consisted of a Zeiss RA

microscope provided with a Zeiss dark field condenser, a high pres-

sure mercury vapor light (OSRAM HBO 200-W/4), Zeiss excitation

filters BG-3 and BG-12, and a yellow barrier filter. The combined

effect of the light source and filters produced a near UV light with a

predominant wavelength of 365 nanometers.

Euchrysine (#4851 K & K laboratories, Plainsview, New York)

was made up in a lmg /ml stock concentration and kept refrigerated in

a dark brown bottle. For use, euchrysine was diluted 1:10 with a

cell suspension. A small drop of this suspension was placed on a

slide, a coverslip added, and the preparation viewed under the micro-

scope. To reduce light refraction and increase resolution, a drop of

immersion oil was placed on both surfaces of the slide, producing a

continuum from the condenser through the objective. In such a prepar-

ation the macronucleus fluoresces green and the ECB yellow-green.

Spotted cells were examined using Feu lgen (previously discussed)

and Toluidine Blue 0 cytochemistry. Toluidine Blue 0 (TBO) is a
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basic stain which colors both RNA and DNA. In cells hydrolyzed in

1 N HC1 at 50o C for fifteen minutes, RNA is removed and TBO

selectively stains DNA. TBO proved to be comparable to Feu lgen

in quantifying ECB's, and was a quicker procedure for staining slides

which were not to be dipped in emulsion.

Measurements

Diameter measurements of ECB's were made with a filar ocular

micrometer attached to a Tiyoda microscope fitted with a 100X

(N.A. 1.25) oil immersion objective. Only those ECB's which had

"rounded up" were measured. The final value recorded was an

average of three separate measurements. To reduce variability, all

cells with two or more ECB's were eliminated from the sample.
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RESULTS

Briefly the results of the present study were as follows: 1)

ECB's can be equally detected with cytochemistry or autoradiography.

2) All ECB's are similar in their general properties, i. e. newly

formed ECB' s respond like macronuclei to stains and extractions.

3) 51% of the dividing cells in a log phase growth culture produce one

or more ECB's. 4) Single ECB's assort randomly into either anterior

or posterior daughter cell. 5) When two ECB's are formed they

segregate independently 78% of the time. 6) By the completion of

cytokinesis, most newly formed ECB's have undergone changes in

morphology and stainability. 7) Most ECB's gradually disappear in

one cell cycle, but some are carried-over to a second and some into

a third generation. 8) ECB's once formed do not incorporate labeled

thymidine at any time in the cell cycle. 9) Variations in normal

laboratory temperature do not significantly alter ECB production.

10) Agents which inhibit or attenuate division, alter the size of ECB's

and the frequency of their production.

Before proceeding to the results of the experiments that detail

the frequency of occurrence of ECB's under different conditions, and

the formation and fate of ECB's, it is necessary to answer two ques-

tions: Do ECB's contain DNA? and, Can ECB's be identified as

readily by Feulgen staining as by auto radiography?
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Do ECB's Contain DNA?

Previous studies indicate that ECB's in Tetrahymena pyriformis

consist of macronuclear material: ECB's have been seen to be

eliminated from macronuclei (Scherbaum et al. , 1958), they respond

to basophilic stains (Kidder, 1934), and they carry radioactive label

from nuclei that have been exposed to tritiated thymidine (Shepard,

1965). However, the question as to whether they contain DNA or

whether they contain mainly RNA (e. g. nucleoli) has not been com-

pletely resolved. For example, it has not been demonstrated that

the radioactive label is not in RNA.

To establish more firmly that ECB's consist of macronuclear

material containing DNA, a series of extractions was performed to

compare the incorporation of 3 H-thymidine in macronuclei and ECB's.

Synchronized cells were incubated in growth medium containing

3H-thymidine (10 p.Ci/m1). The culture was then centrifuge-washed,

dividing cells isolated from the first synchronous division, allowed

to complete division and spotted on four slides. The first slide was

untreated; the second, extracted in hot TCA; the third treated with

RNase; and the fourth, stained by the Feulgen procedure. Auto-

radiographs were prepared for all slides and grains per unit area

counted over the macronucleus and the accompanying ECB. Cells

with none or more than one ECB were not considered.
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The results presented in Table 2 indicate that ECB's are

macronuclear material that contain DNA. Feu lgen staining and

RNase treatment both removed some label as their respective grain

counts were below those of untreated cells. This suggests some

small tritium incorporation into RNA. Extraction of all nucleic acid

with TCA removed all but a small quantity of label. The amount of

this residual label was less than one-tenth that found in RNase-

treated or Feulgen stained slides. For all treatments the ECB's

reacted like the macronuclei, which indicate that both are of the

same composition (DNA).

Are Feu lgen Staining and Isotope Incorporation
Equally Valuable Methods for Detecting ECB's ?

As a method for detecting ECB's Feulgen staining would be

preferable to autoradiography as the latter requires more time and

effort and is more expensive. In order to determine if the two

processes are comparable the following experiment was initiated.

A culture of Tetrahymena pyriformis was grown in thymidine-

methyl- 3H (5 p.ci/m1) for 15 hours. The culture was then centrifuge-

washed. Dividing cells were isolated and allowed to separate. At

different times after division samples were removed from the pool

of recent dividers and spotted on a slide. Sample times were at 5,

30, 60, 90, 120 and 150 minutes post-division. Autoradiographs were
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Table 2. Comparison of Grain Counts Over ECB' s and Macro nuclei
of Heat Synchronized Cells after Various Extractions.

Treatment Macronucleus ECB

UNTREATED

Mean

Standard error

45.76

1.95

60.95

3.56

Sample size 21 21

TCA

Mean 3.35 2.91

Standard error 0.32 0.46

Sample size 19 18

RNase

Mean 41.53 56.83

Standard error 2.21 3.11

Sample size 18 18

FEULGEN STAINED

Mean 39.67 54.21

Standard error 2.64 3.08

Sample size 20 20
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made in the standard manner and all slides developed six days after

dipping.

A parallel culture was treated in the same manner except that

no isotope was used. The sample times were identical and the cells

were spotted on slides separate from those above. All these slides

were Feu lgen stained. Comparisons were made between the two

treatments by determining the percentage of cells with ECB's at each

sampling time for each of the two treatments.

The results, plotted in Figure 2, show that there is no signifi-

cant difference between the two methods of ECB detection at any time

in the cell cycle. Therefore, much of the following presentation com-

bines data from both methods.

Time in Cell Cycle for Production of ECB's

The results shown in Figure 2 also indicate that the frequency

of ECB occurrence is highest immediately after division and then

declines throughout the cell cycle. This finding suggests that ECB's

are produced only at division. Several investigators have assumed

that ECB's are produced only at division but no information excluding

ECB formation from other portions of the cell cycle has been re-

ported. To check for other possible periods for ECB origins, the

following study was performed.



Figure 2. Comparison of ECB detection Using 3H-TdR label uptake versus Feu lgen staining. The
open circles (o) represent the 3H-TdR culture, while the closed circles (s) designate the
Feu lgen stained culture. The phases of the cell cycle (G1, S, and G2) are indicated on
the abscissa. The respective lengths of each phase are 51, 85, and 55 minutes as
determined by Worthington (1973). Error bars representing 95% confidence intervals as
determined from binomial statistics (Documenta. Geigy,1962) are indicated for each point.
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Dividing cells from a exponentially growing culture were
3isolated into growth medium containing 3H- thymidine (10 p.Ci/m1).

After 170 minutes, when all the cells could be expected to be in G2,

the cells were washed, spotted on slides, and Feu lgen stained.

Control cells were left in the labeled medium and allowed to undergo

division before spotting.

The results are presented in Table 3. No labeled ECB's were

found in experimental cells, while 32% of the control cells had

labeled ECB's. Furthermore, in all of the observations of stained

and labeled cells, no interphase macronucleus was ever observed to

give rise to a bud of any kind. These data and observations suggest

that interphase is not a period of ECB production.

Table 3. Analysis of the DNA Synthetic Period as a Possible Period
of ECB Production.

Number of Labeled Number of Cells Number of Cells % Control
Cells Examined with Labeled with Unlabeled with Labeled

ECB's ECB's ECB's

185 0 15 32

Number of ECB's Produced at Division of
Exponentially Growing Cells

The data given in Table 3 indicate that about 30% of the cells

possess ECB's after division. To ascertain whether this value results
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from a few divisions giving rise to daughter cells both of which have

ECB's or from more divisions giving rise to daughters only one of

which has an ECB, the following experiment was performed.

Dividing cells were isolated from a exponentially growing culture

and the percentage of ECB's determined. The results (Table 4) show

that 43% of the divisions produced one ECB, which, of course, went

to only one daughter cell; 8% of the divisions produced two ECB's,

which in most cases were segregated into the two daughter cells; and

49% of the divisions produced no ECB. Thus out of the 200 daughter

cells, resulting from 100 divisions, 59 [ =43 + (2 x 8)] possess an

ECB and 141 [ =43 + (2 x 49)] do not, for a percentage with an ECB

of 29.5% (59/200 x 100).

Table 4. Number of ECB's Produced at Division in Exponentially
Growing Cells.

Sample Divisions Divisions Divisions
Size Producing only Producing more Producing

one ECB than one ECB no ECB

163 70 13 80

(43%) (8%) (49%)

Effect of Culture Age on Frequency

Normally in a logarithmic phase culture, about 50% of the

divisions will produce an ECB (Table 5). In order to determine if this
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frequency is affected by culture age the following experiment was

carried out.

A logarithmically growing culture was subcultured into 100 ml

of fresh growth medium, in a 250 ml (75 cm2) sterile culture flask

(Falcon Plastics). At designated time intervals (Table 5) a small

portion of the culture was removed and divided into three samples.

Dividing cells were isolated from the first sample, allowed to

separate and spotted as sister pairs onto a slide. Other dividing cells

from the same sample were set aside to monitor generation time.

At each sample interval the generation time was also determined from

a separate exponentially growing culture to control for day to day

fluctuations. From the second sample, a hundred cells were iso-

lated at random and spotted onto a slide. All slides were Feu lgen

stained and the cells checked for the presence of ECB's. From the

third sample the concentration of the culture was determined.

The data (Table 5) indicate that as the culture ages, an increas-

ing number of divisions produce an ECB, but there is a decrease in

the percentage of cells with ECB's in the total culture. The control

generation time remained fairly constant about a mean of 3.2 hours,

while the experimental generation time gradually rose as expected.

The generation time could not be established for the 320-hour interval

due to the scarcity of dividers. Five cells isolated for observation

showed no sign of division after 12 hours had elapsed.



Table 5. Frequency of Divisions Producing an ECB as a Function of Culture Age.

Culture Concentration % Divisions % ECB' s in a Generation Control
Age (Hrs) (Cells/m1) Producing an Random Sample Time (Hrs) Generation

ECB Time (Hrs)

24 3701 42 20.0 3.6 3.2

36 26605 52 12.3 4.4 3.5

53 33454 63 8.1 6.3 3.1

100 34818 61 3.3 9.1 3.4

147 24696 80 1.8 10.6 3.0

170 93696 67 2.6 11.0 3.0

320 370156 76 2.4 -- 3.3
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Effects of Temperature on ECB Production

Fluctuations in laboratory temperature were hard to control

during long experiments. Summer temperatures often heated the

laboratory to 310 C. To deal with this variable it became necessary

to determine the effect of laboratory temperatures on ECB production.

The results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Effects of Varying Temperature on ECB Production.

31
Temperature (° C)'

26a 18 14

Experimental Cells
Dividing Cells Sampled 59 213 70 80

Divisions Producing
an ECB 35 114 15 17

% ECB Productionb
59 54 21 21

Generation Time
(Hrs) 2.95 3.4 7.2 10

aThe 26° C column also includes the data for controls (cells cultured
daily at 26° C and sampled at same time as experimental cells) since
they did not differ from the experimental cells grown at 26° C.

bPercent of dividing cells producing at least one ECB.

A stock culture of strain GL-I growing at 26° C was divided

into five aliquots. Each aliquot was subcultured at either 9, 14, 18,

26, or 310 C (all + 0.5o C) and cultured normally for one month to

allow acclimation to its respective temperature. Except for the

culture at 90 C, which proved hard to maintain and subsequently was
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discarded after a year, each culture was handled as follows:

dividing cells were isolated from an exponentially growing culture,

and the percentage of ECB's determined using the Feu lgen stain. The

data were compared to controls (log phase cells cultured daily at

26° C) sampled at the same time. There was no significant difference

between the 26° samples so the data have been pooled and are pre-

sented in the 26° C column.

The results (Table 6) indicate that the lower temperatures,

which approximate those of a more natural cool environment, pro-

duced a marked decrease in ECB production. This was accompanied

by a predictable increase in generation time. However, there is no

appreciable difference in ECB production at temperatures in the

normal laboratory range, 25 - 31° C. Except for the slight variation

in generation time, ambient laboratory temperatures should not be

considered a serious variable.

Effects of Agents that Inhibit Division on ECB Production

The results of the temperature studies indicate that cells that

divide slowly at the lower temperatures produce fewer ECB's than

those dividing at temperatures nearer the optimum for division. To

ascertain whether the decrease in ECB production at lower tempera-

tures results from an inhibition of division, cells were subjected to

three treatments that inhibit division: heat shock synchronization,
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exposure to hydroxyurea (HU), and UV-irradiation. The results are

shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Heat synchronization data include cells from both the first and

second synchronous divisions. UV-irradiated and HU-treated cells

were from the first division after the end of treatment. In all cases,

dividing cells were isolated and the percentage of ECB's determined

using both isotope incorporation and Feu lgen staining.

Results (Tables 7 and 8) indicate that the various treatments

induce an ECB production significantly greater than that found in

untreated cells. The HU-treated cells show an increase of 84%, while

heat synchronized cells and UV-irradiated cells show increases of 53

and 116 percent, respectively. These increases show that inhibition

of division per se does not reduce ECB production. Therefore, the

decrease in ECB production at low temperatures must result from

some other variable.

The increases in ECB production following heat synchronization,

HU-treatment, or UV-irradiation are not easily explained. Do they

represent actual increases in ECB-producing cells or simply increases

in ECB's produced per division? Does one cell give rise to two cells,

both with ECB's, or does only one daughter cell contain an ECB and

more mother cells give rise to a daughter with an ECB? To answer

these questions the following experiment was conducted for each



Table 7. Frequency of ECB's in Recently Divided Cells After Various Treatments.

Log Phasea
C ells

HU-treatedb Heat Synchronized UV-irradiatedc
C ells Cells Cells

Sample Size 347 368 433 42

Cells with ECB's 111 (32%) 220 (59%) 209 (48%) 29 (69%)

aCells cultured daily at 26° C.
b10 mM

- 2c 200 J m (2000 erg s/mm2)

Table 8. Frequency of Divisions Producing an ECB in Recently Divided Cells After Various
Treatments.

Log Phasea
Cells

HU-treatedb

Cells
Heat Synchronized

Cells
UV-irradiated°

C ells

Divisions Sampled 163 217 106 21

Divisions Producing
one or more ECB's 83 (51%) 177 (82%) 93 (88%) 18 "(86%)

Divisions Producing
two or more ECB's 13 (8%) 56 (26%) 23 (21%) 11 (52%)

aCells cultured daily at 26° C.
b10 mM
c200 J m-2 (2000 ergs/mm2)
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treatment. Dividing cells were singly isolated into growth medium,

and the percentage of ECB's determined per sister pair.

The results (Table 8) show that not only do these treatments

give rise to a higher percentage of divisions producing ECB's, but

also that a greater number of divisions produce more than one ECB.

Usually (78% of the time) when two ECB's were formed one went to

each daughter cell (see Table 10). All treatments appear to produce

a similar effect, namely, a 60% increase of ECB-producing divisions.

In UV-irradiated cells divisions producing more than one ECB were

increased 6. 5 fold over that for log phase cells.

Size Variations in ECB's

In the experiments presented above it was also observed that

the size of the ECB's produced after division-inhibiting treatments

were noticeably larger than those produced by untreated log phase

cells. In order to ascertain the effect of HU-treatment and heat

shock synchronization on ECB size, ECB's of log phase T. pyriformis

cells (spotted in the G1 stage), first division heat synchronized cells,

and HU-treated cells were measured, using a calibrated Leitz filar

ocular micrometer. Although the data presented in Table 9 demon-

strate a size overlap between log phase GI cells and treated cells, the

difference in the mean values is significant at the 95% confidence level.



Table 9. Size Variation in ECB's.

Log Phase
G

1
Cells

Heat Synchronized
Cells (First Syn.

Division)

HU- treateda
Cells

(11 Hr. Block)

Mean
Diameter ECB's (km) 1.63 4.46 6.35

Standard error
of Mean 0.127 0.38 0.594

Range (i.t.m) 0. 93- -3.12 1.41- -9.64 2.18--11.97

Sample size 26 32 24

a 10 mM
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The ECB's of heat synchronized cells show a three-fold increase in

mean diameter over those of the untreated cells, while the ECB's of

HU-treated cells are four times as large as untreated cells and one

and one-half as large as those from heat synchronized cells. The

size differences are more noticeable if volume is considered. The

ECB's of heat synchronized cells (47. 59 p.m3) show a nineteen fold

increase in mean volume over those of log phase growth cells

(2.58 iirn3), while ECB' s of HU-treated cells (133.89 p.m3) show a 52

fold mean volume increase over those of log phase cells.

Distribution of ECB's Between Daughter Cells

From the foregoing studies it appears that the ECB is produced

primarily or entirely at division and is passed to one of the daughter

cells. The following study was initiated to ascertain if the disposition

to either anterior or posterior daughter cell is random or preferential.

Synchronized cells were used because of the convenience afforded

by the high frequency of ECB production and the large size of the ECB.

It should be emphasized at this point that ECB's in synchronized cells

appear basically similar to those produced in log phase cells and

therefore can serve in studies where a high frequency of occurrence

is needed.

Dividing cells from a synchronized culture were selected from

the first synchronized division and isolated individually into drops of
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growth medium. The dividing cells were observed continuously until

separation. Upon separation, the anterior (leading cell in direction

of swimming) and posterior daughter cells were separately spotted.

The slides were Feu lgen stained and checked for the presence of

ECB' s.

No preference was indicated for either anterior or posterior

sister (Table 10). A chi square test for goodness of fit shows that,

at a 5% level of significance, neither sister had a significantly higher

percent of ECB's. Additional data from heat synchronized cells,

which produced two ECB's, are also presented in Table 10. Here,

in 78% of the cases, the ECB's have segregated independently, one

into each sister cell. Both observations support a nonpreferential

distribution at division.

Table 10. Distribution of ECB's Between Heat Synchronized Daughter
Cells.

Number of Dividing
Cells Examined Which
Produced one EGB

38

Number of Times
ECB Found in the
Anterior Sister

Number of Times
ECB Found in the
Posterior Sister

16 (42%) 22 (58%)

Number of Diving Number of Times Number of Times Both
Cells Examined Which ECB's Found in ECB's Limited to One
Produced Two ECB's Separate Sisters Sister

23 18 (78%) 5 (22%)
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Changes in the ECB After Formation

ECB's undergo various morphological and probably physiological

changes with time. One evident feature is a reduction in size from

the G1 to G2 phase. ECB's of log phase G2 cells (170 minutes after

division) show a mean diameter less than one-half that of ECB's of G1

cells (Table 11). Following division, the ECB becomes smaller and

increasingly compact. After about two hours it begins to fade and

then seems to disappear, as only a few ECB's can be found late in G2.

Table 11. Mean Diameter of ECB's for G1 and G2 Log Phase Cells.

Log Phase Cells
GI G2

Mean Diameter ECB (p.m) 1.63 0.72

Standard Error of Mean 0.127 0.117

Range (p.m) 0.93--3.12 0.38 - -1.18

Sample Size 26 18

By the use of fluorescence staining and Feulgen and toluidine

blue cytochemistry, the following general pattern was observed for all

but the very large ECB's. During formation and for a few minutes

thereafter, the ECB is similar in texture and appearance to that of the

macronucleus. It generally lies next to the macronucleus and may

exist in a variety of shapes from attenuated to crescentic to ovate.
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Shortly thereafter, it begins to round up, appears granular at first,

and then gradually becomes compact. Concomitantly, the ECB under-

goes change in response to the stain, and appears quite distinct from

the macronucleus. With euchrysine it changes from greenish to

yellowish; in Feu lgen-fast green preparations the change is progres-

sively from bluish purple to reddish purple to red; with toluidine blue

the color changes from light blue to dark purple.

By 10 minutes after formation, the ECB is round and appears

denser than the macronucleus; gradually it becomes reduced in size

and homogeneous. With time there is a general migration to the

periphery of the cell. By G2 many ECB's appear light and faded,

though some are still quite distinct but smaller.

Larger ECB's produced primarily by HU blockage, heat syn-

chronization, or UV-irradiation follow a similar pattern of change,

except that just after rounding up they take on a vacuolated appearance.

This vacuolation, accompanied by a more pronounced granulation,

gradually disappears as the ECB's become smaller.

Compaction of the ECB and of its Respective Macronucleus

As just noted, the ECB appears to become denser and more

compact with time. The following study was performed to determine

if a concentration difference exists between the macronucleus and its

ECB.
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An exponentially growing culture was prelabeled for 15 hours

with 3H-thymidine. The culture was then washed, dividing cells

isolated, allowed to divide, and spotted on slides. Autoradiographs

were prepared in the standard manner and the grains per unit area

were counted over the macronucleus and its accompanying ECB. Only

cells with ECB's were measured. From the data (Table 12) it may be

seen that the density of grains over the ECB is 1.38 times that over

the macronucleus, indicating compaction.

Table 12. Relative Concentrations of DNA/Unit Area in ECB's and
Macronuclei of Log Phase and HU-treated Cells.

Log Phase Cells HU-treated Cells

Mean Ratio 1.38a 1.59a

Standard Error
of Mean Ratio 0.12 0.13

Sample Size 32 21

aRatios expressed as grains per unit area over the ECB to that over
the macronucleus.

This compaction of the ECB is verified by a study with HU-

treated cells. After exposure to HU (10 p.m) and 3 H-thymidine

(5 p.Ci/m1) for 10 hours the cells were washed and resuspended in

growth medium. Thirty minutes after the first recovery division,

cells were isolated, spotted on slides, and the slides treated as

above. The data (Table 12) here also show the density of grains over

the ECB to be greater than that over the macronucleus. Therefore,
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the results from both studies clearly indicate that the ECB DNA is

about one and one-hall times as concentrated as that of the macro-

nucleus in both log phase and HU-treated cells.

Passage of ECBrs from One Generation to the Next

ECB' s become progressively smaller toward the end of the cell

cycle. Do they finally disappear? Shepard (1965) suggested they may

be broken down within one generation. This was similarly suggested

by Scherbaum et al. (1957) and by Dysart (1960). The latter two,

however, reported that in some cases the ECB was still visible at the

following fission. The following is an investigation to determine if

any ECB is carried-over from one generation to the next.

A logarithmically growing culture was pulse-labeled with 3H-

thymidine (10 p.Ci/m1) for 100 minutes to label macronuclei. The

culture was then washed and dividing cells were selected over the

next one-half hour period and placed individually into drops of growth

medium under oil. This procedure excludes those cells that had been

in the last 95 to 100 minutes of the cell cycle (G2 and last part of S)

and includes only those cells which had passed through at least one-

half of the S period. The dividing cells were combined into six groups

of thirty individuals each and the groups were spotted at various times

after division. Slides were Feulgen stained and prepared for
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auto radiography in order to determine the presence of both unlabeled

and labeled ECB's in the cells possessing labeled macronuclei. (The

autoradiographs were developed after seven days by which time the

macronuclei were very heavily labeled. The assumptions underlying

the experiment are that the labeled ECB's represent those formed

at the division after DNA synthesis with 3H- thymidine, and the

unlabeled ECB's results from a previous division following DNA

synthesis in the absence of 3
1-1-thymidine.

The data are presented in Table 13 and plotted in Figure 3. The

results demonstrate that ECB's are transmitted from one generation

to the next: about 7% of the G1 cells contain unlabeled ECB's carried

over from a previous division. Most of these ECB's disappear during

the next cell cycle although some unlabelled ECB's (4%) are still

found in the subsequent G2 and may be carried-over into the next

division.

Figure 3 also includes information on the fate of ECB' s formed

at the division when first selected. The percentage of daughter cells

with recently formed ECB's (tritium labeled) remains relatively con-

stant at about 30% for the first 35 minutes, drops to about 20% at

90 minutes, and then decreases gradually to about 11% at 200

minutes.



Table 13. Data Obtained for the Passage of ECB's from One Generation to the Next.

10 35
Sample Timesa
90 130 170 200

Percentage of Cells
with Labeled ECB's 34,31 30,33 20,17 22,19 19,12 13,10

Percentage of Cells
with Unlabeled ECB's 8,6 13,8 8,10 4,2 3,0 6,3

Total Percent of
Cells with an ECB 42,38 43,41 28,27 26,20 22,12 19,13

Sample Size 57,63 48,55 51,58 51,54 43,47 36,65

The data presented are from two separate experiments. Data from the first experiment is not under-
lined while that from the second experiment is underlined.
aTime (minutes) after division before spotting.



Figure 3. Passage of ECB's through the cell cycle. Dashed (---) and solid lines represent two
separate experiments. Stars designate cells with unlabeled ECB's; closed circles (0)
designate cells with labeled ECB's; and open squares (Ii) represent total cells with ECB's.
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Uptake of Label by Formed ECB's

The interpretation of results of the previous experiment is based

on the premise that ECB's, once formed, do not actively take up

labeled nucleosides. In order to verify this assumption the following

two experiments were performed.

(A) Dividing cells were isolated from a logarithmic phase cul-

ture, transferred to drops of growth medium containing 3H- thymidine

(5 p.Ci/m1). After 170 minutes, when the cells were in G2' the ex-

ogenous 3 H-thymidine was washed out and the cells were spotted on

slides. If ECB's from a previous division incorporate 3 H-thymidine

at any time during the 170 minutes, they should be labeled.

(B) Dividing cells were treated in the same way except that the

growth medium initially contained no 3 H-thymidine. After 160

minutes, when cells were in G2, 3
H-thymidine (5 11Ci/m1) was added

to the cells. After an additional 90 minutes, after the cells had

divided again and entered G
1, the cells were washed and spotted on

slides.

Experiment B is designed to check for incorporation of 3H-

thymidine into those ECB's which pass through cell division, because

it is known that micronuclei, which are characteristic of some strains,

incorporate radionucleosides during this period.
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The slides from both experiments were Feu lgen stained and

autoradiographs prepared. All slides were developed in five days

and cells analyzed for the presence of ECB's. As shown in Table 14,

all ECB's detected were unlabeled. In this respect the ECB's, once

formed, differ from the macronucleus in that they do not ever incor-

porate 3H-thymidine.

Table 14. 3 H-TdR Incorporation into Already Formed ECB's.

Number of Cells Number of Cells Number of Cells
Examined with Labeled with Unlabeled

ECB's ECB's

Experiment A 137 0 4.0(2.9%)

Experiment B 158 0 41.0(26.3%)

Ultimate Fate of the ECB's

The above observations and experiments have shown that the

ECB's undergo morphological and probably physiological changes.

Formed at division from the macro nucleus, the ECB's gradually get

smaller, migrate away from the macronucleus, and finally disappear.

Are they extruded from the cell as intact bodies or are they intra-

cellularly catabolized? If catabolized, as most observations indicate,

are the products reincorporated or diffused out into the medium.

There are no definitive data which answer these questions, but the

fate of the ECB's probably depends upon the physiological state of the
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cell. Two experiments were conducted to explore this possibility.

A log phase culture was prelabeled for 15 hours with 3H-

thymidine (5 p.Ciim1). The culture was then washed free of all

exogenous labeled growth medium and suspended in starvation medium.

Dividing cells were selected; one half of these placed into drops of

starvation medium and the other half into growth medium, the latter

to serve as a control. Starved and control cells were sampled at

various times after division. All samples were spotted on slides and

prepared for Feu lgen staining and autoradiography.

The second experiment involved heat synchronization of a log

phase culture. Samples were spotted at various times after the end

of the synchronizing treatment (EST) and analyzed for the presence

of ECB's after Feu lgen staining. The data presented in Table 15 show

that by one and one-half hours the starved cells were virtually de-

pleted of ECB's while log phase control cells still showed 50% present.

These results suggest catabolic break-down of the ECB's, apparently

for utilization of their products. The heat synchronized cells also

show a rapid loss of ECB's (Figure 4). Heat synchronized cells,

which contain two to three times the normal complement of DNA

(Scherbaum, 1957) are capable of undergoing two divisions without the

presence of exogenous growth medium (Cerroni and Zeuthen, 1962).

The ECB break-down, in this latter case, may be for the elimination

rather than utilization of the products.
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Table 15. Fate of ECB's During Complete Starvation.

Time (Hours)

1/2 1 1 1/2 4

Starvation

Number of Cells
Sampled 104 113 174 1920

Number of Cells
with Labeled ECB's 27 5 2 2

% Labeled ECB's 26 4.4 1.1 0.1

Co ntrol

Number of Cells
Sampled 62 53

Number of Cells
with Labeled ECB's 19 8

% Labeled ECB's 31 15



Figure 4. Production and elimination of ECB's in heat synchronized cells. Dashed (---) and solid
(--) lines represent separate experiments. Times for the first and second synchronous
divisions are designated on the abscissa.
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Functional Significance of ECB's

In order to obtain some insight into the possible functional

significance of ECB's, the following two experiments were initiated.

In the first study, non-dividing cells from a heat synchronized

culture were selected just prior to the first synchronous division;

recently divided cells were selected shortly after the first and second

such divisions. The DNA of the macronucleus of each daughter cell

and that of the ECB (if present) was measured cytophotometrically.

In addition the macronuclear DNA content of recently divided cells

from a log phase growth culture was measured to serve as a standard

(control). Macronuclei and ECB's from heat synchronized cells

showed a very high DNA value relative to those of the controls (Table

16). At EST plus 80 minutes (10 minutes prior to the beginning of

division), the macronuclear DNA content was four times that of the

log phase G1 cells. This value dropped after the first and second

synchronous divisions to two, and to one and one-half times, respec-

tively, of the control value. The ECB's formed at each division

represented DNA values greater than one-fourth those of the G1

macronucleus of log phase cells. These results indicate that not only

do heat synchronized cells synthesize a large quantity of DNA, but

when removed from the temperature block they exclude DNA from the

nucleus in large amounts.
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Table 16. Relative DNA Content in Heat Synchronized Cells.

EST + 80 min First
Synchronous
Division

Second
Synchronous
Division

Macro nucleus

Mean DNA
Contenta 26.55 (3. 77)b 13.62 (1.93) 10.75 (1.52)

Standard Error
of Mean 1.52 0.77 0.56

Sample Size 19 40 16

ECB

Mean DNA
Contenta 2.32 (0.33) 1.75 (0.25)

Standard Error
of Mean 0.67 0.48

Sample Size 32 16

Control

Mean DNA
Contenta
of G

1
Cell 7.05 (1.00)

aDNA content in arbitrary units
bNumbers in parenthesis give the DNA content expressed relative to
G1 DNA content which is assigned a value of 1.00.
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In the second experiment a log phase culture was blocked with

HU for 10 1/2 hours. Several cells were removed from the culture

at this time and spotted. The culture was then washed and resus-

pended in growth medium. Four and one-half hours later, just prior

to the first recovery division (first division after removal of the HU),

additional cells were spotted. Finally, recently divided cells from

the first recovery division were selected and spotted. DNA content

for all cells was ascertained cytophotometrically. As shown in Table

17, once the cells are removed from the HU block they synthesize

three to four times the amount of DNA found in log phase G1 cells.

After the first division an ECB half the size of the G1 macronucleus

is produced and is passed into the cytoplasm.

The combined experiments (Tables 16 and 17) by themselves do

not give conclusive evidence as to the significance of the ECB. How-

ever, they do suggest that the ECB is a means by which the cell is

able to reduce its DNA content.



Table 17. DNA Content in HU-treated Cells as Determined Spectrophotometrically.

Cells Sampled at End
of 10 Hour HU Block

Cells Just Prior to
First Recovery

Division

Recently Divided Cells
Just After First

Recovery Division

Macronucleus

Mean DNA Contenta 6.42 (1.00)b

Standard Error
of Mean 0.31

23.58 (3.43) 9.79 (1.43)

1.74 0.44
Sample Size 21 24 45

ECB

Mean DNA Contenta 3.09 (0.45)
Standard Error

of Mean 0.42

Sample Size 41

Mean DNA Contenta
of G

1
Cells 6.87 (1.00)

aDNA content in arbitrary units
bNumber in parenthesis is DNA content expressed relative to G1 DNA content which is given a
value of 1.00.
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Generality of ECB Formation in Tetrahymena
Species and Strains

Variations in ECB frequency are not limited to artificial treat-

ments; they can also be found in natural populations of different

strains and species of Tetrahymena (Dysart, 1959).

Log phase populations of Tetrahymena vorax and three strains of

the species pyriformis, GL-I, W, and HSM, all grown under constant

conditions of medium (Tyess) and temperature (260 C), were analyzed

for percentage ECB formation. The results (Table 18) show a

similarity between strains GL-I and W, whereas strain HSM is

significantly higher and T. vorax appreciably lower. The value ob-

tained for strain W compares favorably with that reported by Shepard

(1965). Values for strain HSM and T. vorax have not been previously

reported.

Table 18. Comparison of ECB Formation in Various Strains of
Tetrahymena pyriformis and in Tetrahymena vorax.

Cell Type Divisions
Sampled

Divisions
Producing an

ECB

% Divisions
Producing an

ECB

T. pyriformis -GL 163 83 51

W 51 28 55

HSM 36 31 86

T. vorax 40 14 35
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DISCUSSION

In the present study it was found that Tetrahymena eliminates

a portion of its macronucleus as DNA-containing extranuclear chroma-

tin bodies. These bodies were shown to be similar to macronuclei,

appear to be produced only at division, segregate randomly among

daughter cells, undergo changes in morphology changes and staining

reaction, and gradually disappear within one generation, although

some are retained for up to three generations.

Their frequency and size vary between and within natural popula-

tions and are modified by various treatments. Their ultimate fate,

with regard to reabsorption or elimination, remains unknown, and may

vary depending upon the physiological state of the cells. Their

functional significance is speculative but may be related to the main-

tenance of a nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio involved in the control of the cell

cycle.

Variations in Frequency of ECB Production

Natural Variations

Dysart (1959) studied the natural frequency of ECB production

in twenty strains and eleven species of Tetrahymena and reported

it to be "high" in all strains, although no values were listed.
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Subsequently she reported ECB production in 96% of the divisions of

T. limacis, strain D. r. IV, and in T. rostrata (Dysart, 1960, 1963).

Kidder (1933a & b, 1934) similarly reported "high" percentages (the

text implies 90-100%) for ECB production in a variety of holotrichous

ciliates, which included the Glaucoma-Colpidium group from which

Tetrahymena was derived (Furgason, 1940). In contrast to these

"high" frequencies of ECB production, Shepard (1965) reported a

frequency of 55% for T. pyriformis, strain W. Likewise, in the

present study, a value of 51% was noted for strain GL of this species

(Table 8).

The above variations in frequencies appear to be natural differ-

ences exhibited by various genera, species and strains. For example,

the ciliate, Cyclidium stercoris "always" discards a portion of its

macronucleus at division (Beers, 1948), yet Cyclidium ozakii never

shows ECB formation (Yaqiu, 1933). Even congeneric species differ

with respect to extrusion of macronuclear material. The dividing

macronucleus of Anistruma mytili never produces an ECB (Beers,

1948), whereas the macronucleus of A. isseli "always" extrudes a

residual mass (Kidder, 1933a). This natural variation is further

supported by data (Table 18) which show differences in ECB production

ranging from 35 to 86% among various species and strains of

Tetrahymena.
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Artificially Induced Variations

Scherbaum et al. (1958) reported values of 16% and 55% for

ECB production in log phase and heat synchronized T. pyriformis

GL, respectively. However, their figure of 16% appears to be for

random log phase cells and does not represent the percentage of

dividing cells producing ECB's. This value does, however, closely

approximate that of Z0% found in the present study under similar con-

ditions, as indicated in Table 5. For heat synchronized cells their

55% figure includes cells in division as well as recently divided cells.

The 48% frequency shown in Table 7 includes only recently divided

cells.

High percentages of ECB production have been reported for UV-

irradiated cells (Shepard, 1965) and have been seen in hydroxyurea

(HU) treated cells (Worthington, 1973). Both sets of data are con-

sistent with those found here and presented in Table 8.

Variations in the Numbers of ECB's
Produced at One Division

Natural Variations

Some studies have reported up to eight ECB's in one cell.

Kidder and Diller (1934) observed in Colpidium colpoda that small

ECB's formed by budding seldom break up, while large ECB's may
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give rise to six to eight after budding off. All cases reporting several

ECB's concern cells from which these bodies are formed by budding

off only. The only studies dealing with log phase Tetrahymena

(Dysart, 1959, 1963) made no mention of the percentage of divisions

producing more than one ECB.

Artificially Induced Variations

Concomitant with an increase in divisions producing an ECB,

there is, in experimentally treated cultures (HU, Heat shock, UV), a

substantially greater increase in divisions producing two or more

ECB's (to 26%, 21%, 52%, respectively). In log phase cells only 8%

of the divisions produce more than one ECB (about 1% produce three

or more).

Ultraviolet irradiated cells, as compared with HU- and heat-

treated cells, show no difference in the percentage of divisions pro-

ducing at least one ECB (Table 8), yet more G1 UV-irradiated cells

possess ECB's (Table 7). This discrepancy can be attributed to a

greater total of ECB's produced (52% of divisions produce two or

mo re).

Size Variations in ECB's

Diameters of ECB's from log phase G1 cells are smaller than

those produced in variously treated cells (Table 11). Scherbaum et al.
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(1958) determined the mean volume of ECB's in logarithmic and sta-

tionary phase cells to be two cubic microns. No information is pro-

vided to ascertain whether this value is for random or G1 cells,

though it does approximate that determined for log phase G1 cells

(2.58 p.m3) in this study. In heat synchronized cells, Scherbaum et

al. (1958) reported the volume of ECB's to be twelve cubic microns.

This is lower than the value of 40.59 p.m3 obtained for ECB's of heat

synchronized cells in the present study. Again it is difficult to

determine from the text of Scherbaum et al. (1958) just when the

ECB's were sampled. ECB's measured later in the cell cycle would

be considerably smaller than those from early G1.

Age of Culture as an Influence on ECB Production

In a logarithmically growing culture the percent of ECB's being

formed remains relatively constant. However, as the culture leaves

logarithmic growth and proceeds into stationary phase the percentage

of newly formed ECB's increases, while the total in the population

decreases. Factors influencing this condition may be (1) a lengthening

of the generation time, (2) a build-up of DNA within the cell leading

to elimination of the excess DNA.

Stationary phase cultures suffer from depleted oxygen and

nutrient supplies, and have accumulated large quantities of metabolic

wastes. These factors lead to a lengthening of the generation time and
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subsequent drop in the mitotic index. Since the time for disappear-

ance of ECB's is probably similar in both rapidly and slowly dividing

cells, the time spent in this reduction would represent a smaller

portion of the total generation time for slowly dividing cells. There-

fore, a random sample of cells in stationary growth phase would show

fewer cells possessing an ECB, as most ECB's would have been

catabolized in the early portions of the cell cycle.

Stationary phase cells generally have a cell mass and DNA

content larger than those of log phase cells (McDonald, 1958;

Scherbaum, 1957). Upon division, the excess of DNA would be

eliminated via ECB's, which would lead to a higher percent of ECB

formation (as observed by Scherbaum et al. , 1958). Worthington

(1973) observed that when stationary phase cells are placed into fresh

growth medium and allowed to separate, the subsequent cell cycle

is abbreviated, lacking much or all of the G1 period. By the reduction

of the generation time, the amount of cell growth is reduced. As a

consequence of both ECB formation and shortened generation time,

the cell gradually returns to a normal log phase cell size.

Cells in stationary phase growth, as well as those exposed to

treatments such as heat shock, HU, and UV-irradiation, definitely

show increases in frequency, number and size of ECB's produced.

These increases are apparently attributable to the DNA content of the

cell. A macronuclear DNA content of two and one-half to four times
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that of untreated cells has been shown for heat synchronized (Table 16;

Scherbaum, 1957), HU-treated (Table 17; McDonnell, 1972), UV-

irradiated (Shepard, 1965), and stationary growth phase cells

(McDonald, 1958, Scherbaum, 1957). In addition Cleffman (1968)

found a correlation between the DNA content of the ECB and that of

the macronucleus; large ECB's generally arose from cells with large

macronuclear DNA contents. It appears that the observed increase

in frequency, number, and size of ECB's, under whatever conditions,

is correlated with high cell DNA values.

Formation and Distribution of ECB's

As noted previously, ECB's in ciliates may either form as a

residual mass on the bridge separating dividing daughter macronuclei,

as a bud which is derived from a daughter macronucleus after division

is complete, or as an aspect of the hemixis process. Evidence pre-

sented in this report indicates that in T. pyriformis ECB's are

formed only as a mass on the bridge of dividing macronuclei: (1)

Recently divided log phase cells placed into 3H-thymidine labeled

medium show no labeled ECB's after 170 minutes (G2), an observa-

tion consistent with absence of budding during S phase (Table 3).

(2) Cells released from a ten hour HU-block, supplemented with

3 H-thymidine, show no labeled ECB's prior to the first recovery

division which occurs four hours later. (3) No bud was ever observed
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in any G1, S, or G2 macronucleus. In addition, except for

Conchophthirius curtis (Beers, 1963), no animal studied has been

reported to show both modes of ECB formation.

Following its formation the ECB is retained in one of the daughter

cells. Results presented in this study indicate that single or multiple

ECB's assort randomly among the daughter cells. Beers (1948)

reported that ECB's were always passed into the posterior sister in

Biggaris gracilis, but he saw no such disposition in Cyclidium

stercoris or Madsenia indomita. No reports were found which men-

tion the assortment of multiple ECB' s.

Detailed Observations on the
Formation of the ECB

The general modes of ECB formation have been previously dis-

cussed (see Introduction). However, ECB formation as a residual

mass on the bridge connecting daughter macronuclei has been ob-

served to follow two patterns related, respectively, to the time of

demarcation of the ECB.

Kidder (1933) observed for Conchophthirius mytili that the

material to be eliminated appeared as a concentrated mass in the

center of the macronucleus shortly after the nucleus had rounded up.

This mass was completely surrounded by a less concentrated (clear)

band of chromatin. As the nucleus began to elongate the mass became
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more concentrated and the width of the clear band increased. Subse-

quent elongation and constriction of the macronucleus resulted in a

gradual fading-out of the band and a further condensation of the mass.

The ECB then pinched off as the two daughter macronuclei separated.

Dysart (1959) has observed similar behavior in some strains

and species of Tetrahymena. She reported two types of "extrusion."

The first type is characterized by an intensely staining band of

chromatin lying across the elongated macronucleus. In the second

type, the ECB becomes a distinct entity only when the daughter

macronuclei pull away from each other.

Dysart made no reference as to the frequency at which each

type occurred nor if there were any species or strain limitations. In

the present study the second type of formation, as described by

Dysart, was the only one observed.

Synthetic Activity of the ECB After Formation

The ECB has been thought to be superfluous and expendable

material (Beers, 1948); if so, its metabolic activity might be ex-

pected to be limited. When T. pyriformis cells were exposed to
3 H-thymidine for the first 170 minutes of their cell cycle, no incorpor-

ation by the ECB was detected confirming earlier reports by Dysart

(1963) and by Shepard (1965). RNA synthesis appears similarly to be

absent (Dysart, 1963). All these studies indicate that G1, S, and the
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beginning of G2 are not active periods of ECB synthetic activity. How-

ever, none of these studies relate to the periods during late G2 and D.

McDonald (1958) has shown, in a strain with micronuclei, that the

micronucleus undergoes DNA synthesis at the time of macronuclear

division. It seemed possible therefore, that this period (micronuclear

DNA synthesis) could also be the time of synthetic activity in the ECB.

However, as shown in Table 14, the presumptive S period of the

micronucleus (D phase of the macronucleus) is also excluded as a

possible DNA synthetic period for the ECB. In short, at no time do

formed ECB's show DNA synthesis.

Passage of the ECB from One Generation to the Next

The first observation suggesting the carry-over of ECB's to a

daughter generation was reported for heat synchronized Tetrahymena

cells (Scherbaum et al. , 1958). At the end of heat treatment, a few

ECB's were observed. Dysart (1960) noted fully formed ECB's in a

cell undergoing fission; i. e. formed in a previous division and sur-

viving into the next cell generation. However, it is generally

observed that most ECB's disappear during the generation in which

they were formed.

Evidence reported in the present study clearly indicates carry-

over into a second and possibly a third cell cycle. Approximately 30%

of the first generation G1 cells contain newly formed ECB's. This
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figure drops to about 10% to 12% at G2, and to 7% to 8% in the GI

cells of the next generation. This latter value is slightly higher than

the 5% to 6% which, due to dilution at division 2, would be expected.

The extra percentage may represent ECB's carried-over from the

cell cycle prior to generation 1.

The total picture for any one generation in exponentially growing

cells is depicted in Table 19. Fifty-one percent of the divisions

produce one or more ECB's; which may be broken down as follows:

43% produce one ECB; 7% produce two ECB's, which assort inde-

pendently of each other 78% of the time; and 1% produce three or

more ECB's. This leaves 49% of the divisions which produce no

ECB's. The total percentage of ECB's found in recently divided cells

of a log phase culture would therefore be about 29%. In addition there

is approximately a 6% carry-over from the previous cell cycle and a

2% carry-over from two cell cycles prior. These would make the

total about 37%, which is only a few percent lower than observed.

This value fluctuates depending on the percentage carry-over, assort-

ment of multiple ECB's, and percent of divisions producing two or

more ECB's.

The significance of this carry-over, if any, is unknown. There

may be a correlation between the ECB's carried over and their

original size, or the DNA content of their parent cell.
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Table 19. A Prediction for the Pattern of ECB Formation at Any
Log Growth Phase Cell Division.

Total Cells Number of Cells
Out of 200 with ECB's

I) Fifty-one percent (51%) of the
divisions produce one or more
ECB's

a) Forty-three percent (43%)
produce only one ECB

b) Seven percent (7%) produce
two ECB's
1) Most of the time (78%) the

ECB's segregate one to
each daughter cell

2) Sometimes (22%) the ECB's
both go to one daughter cell

c) One percent produce three or
more ECB's which almost always
segregate between both daughters

2) Forty-nine percent (49%) of the
divisions produce no ECB's

3) Approximately eight percent (8%)
of the cells carry ECB's from a
previous division

TOTAL

86 43

12 12

2 1

2 2

98 0

0 16

200 73

Approximate percent of cells with ECB's = 37% (= 73/200)
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Ultimate Fate of the ECB

The ECB is apparently catabolized, and as a result becomes

progressively smaller, and finally disappears (Beers, 1948;

Scherbaum et al. , 1958; Dysart 1959; 1960; Shepard, 1965). Kidder

(1933a) suggested that ECB's were absorbed; Scherbaum et al. (1958)

believed they were broken down to Feulgen-negative material and

extruded from the cell. Most investigators admit the fate of the ECB

is undetermined.

Loss of 3 H-thymidine labeled material from Tetrahymena has

been shown with liquid scintillation (Johnson and Nachtwey, unpub-

lished data) and water soluble auto radiography (Salamone, unpublished

data). Johnson and Nachtwey noted a 1% loss of 3H-TdR from

Tetrahymena cells suspended in a starvation medium. Salamone found

a loss of 3 H-TdR in exponentially growing cells. However, neither

report correlated the loss of 3H-TdR with the presence or absence of

ECB' s.

Evidence has here been presented which may suggest two possible

fates for ECB's. In starved cells, ECB's disappear rapidly, which

may suggest their catabolism and reincorporation. When starved,

T. pyriformis strain W will initiate and complete a full round of DNA

replication (Salamone, 1968). Since deoxyribonucleotide pool sizes

would only allow for about a 20% DNA increase, as shown for strain
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HSM (Stone and Prescott, 1964), the full round of DNA synthesis is

at the expense of RNA breakdown products (Cameron, 1965; Salamone,

1968). A more readily available supply of DNA precursors would

appear to be the ECB's. Though the ECB's themselves would not be

sufficient to complete the round of DNA synthesis, they would initially

be more accessible than RNA as they would constitute a pool of pre-

cursor material which would not necessitate as many energy requiring

conversions.

In heat synchronized cells the DNA content of the cell increases

markedly as compared to log phase cells (Scherbaum, 1957; Lowy

and Leick, 1962). This excess DNA is eliminated via ECB's in a

higher percentage of cells over a shorter period of time (Table 16

and Figure 4). Since there is no obvious requirement by the cell for

utilization of the ECB breakdown products, as DNA precursors or as

an energy source, they may be released into the medium.

Both of these examples suggest that the fate of the ECB may be

either reincorporation into nucleic acid or precursor pools, or

eliminated from the cell, depending upon circumstances.

Chromatin Elimination

The elimination by the nucleus of chromatin material is not

unique to Tetrahymena or even ciliates. The phenomenon was first

reported in 1887 by Boveri for the nematode, Ascaris megacephala,
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and since then it has been found associated with a variety of organisms.

Several hypotheses have arisen to explain this elimination but none

have been conclusively accepted. Two of the more recent hypotheses

were advanced by Faurel-Frenniet (1953) and Walker and Mitchison

(1957).

According to Faure -Fremiet, chromatin extrusion may serve

to adjust the degree of the macronuclear polyploidy. It is known that a

tendency towards hyperpolyploidization of the macronucleus appears

during clonal senescence in certain ciliates (Raikov, 1969). Hyper-

ploidy probably arises by repeated DNA synthesis during a single

interphase in some or all macronuclear genomes (Raikov, 1969).

Such hyperploidy has already been discussed in this study for

T etrahymena.

Working with T. pyriformis, strain W, Walker and Mitchison

(1957) provided related information which leads to a similar conclu-

sion. They concluded that formation of ECB' s "... might be a

mechanism for adjusting the amount of DNA to the more normal one

unit value."

Though this hypothesis for restoring a normal nucleo-cyto-

plasmic ratio has been accepted by some (Nilsson, 1970), the lack of

more substantial evidence has made its full acceptance difficult

(Scherbaum et al., 1958; Dysart, 1962).
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Based on collaborating data and efforts of four investigators

(Dr. David C. Shepard, Michael McDonnell, David Worthington, and

myself) a model was developed which supports a nucleo-cytoplasmic

ratio hypothesis. This model was derived primarily from a series

of independent studies with hydroxyurea.

McDonnell (1972), using interference microscopy to determine

dry mass and microcytospectrophotometry for DNA quantitation,

established DNA/dry mass ratios for cells treated with HU for various

times and for log phase G1 and G2 cells. Log phase G1 and G2 cells

were measured just after and just prior to division, respectively

while HU-treated cells were measured just prior to first division

after the removal of the HU. The data (Table 20) show that for the

cell types measured the ratio remained relatively constant. The G1

cell DNA measurements included any ECB, if present, and therefore

show no change from G2 cell ratios. The data (Table 20) also indi-

cate that G2 cells have twice the DNA content of G1 cells, while HU-

treated cells, just prior to the first recovery division, show a three-

to four fold DNA increase over G1. Therefore, at some time during

the HU block, or in the subsequent recovery period, DNA must be

being synthesized.

In a subsequent experiment, McDonnell (1972) demonstrated

that although HU blocked cell division and reduced DNA synthesis, the

HU-treatment had little or no affect on dry mass increase (Table 21).
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Table 20. The Effect of Hydroxyurea (50 mM) Exposure for Various Periods of Time on the Relative
DNA Content, Dry Mass, DNA/Dry Mass Ratio and Time for Cell Separation After the
Release of the Hydroxyurea Block in Tetrahymena. *

Length of exposure
to 50 mM

hydroxyurea

Relative
a

DNA

Dry mass
x 10-9 g

DNA

Dry mass x 109
Separation
time for
released
cells (hr)

Standard cells (G1)

Mean 70.4 ( 1.00)
b

1.61 45.5
Standard error 3.7 0.06 3.3
Sample size 39 38 39

Untreated cells (G2)

Mean 134.2 (1.91) 3.25 42.5
Standard error 5.7 0.11 2.5
Sample size 30 30 30

8 hr exposure

Mean 225.0 (3.19) 6.44 36.8 6.1
Standard error 10.9 0.31 2.1
Sample size 30 29 29

10 hr exposure

Mean 273.2 (3.88) 6.42 43.3 5.7
Standard error 21.4 0.40 2.4
Sample size 24 24 24

12 hr exposure

Mean 246.2 (3.49) 6.28 38.6 5.3
Standard error 16.7 0.26 2.2
Sample size 23 23 23

*
Table taken from the thesis of Michael McDonnell, California State University, San Diego, with the
author's permission.

a
DNA content in arbitrary units

b
Numbers in parenthesis is DNA content expressed relative to G1 DNA content which is given a value of
1.00.
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Table 21. Dry Mass and Uptake of
14C-thymidine in Tetrahymena Cells Blocked for 10 Hours with

HU and then Released. *

Condition of
measured cells

Dry mass
x 10-9 g

Total nuclear
grain count

Corrected nuclear
grain count

Standard cells (G1)

Mean 1.31
Standard error 0. 04

Sample size 56

Untreated pre-
division cells (G2)

Mean 2.63 55.89
4961(20Ø)a

Standard error 0.06 2.73 2.62

Sample size 58 28 28

Hydroxyurea blocked
cells

Mean 4.02 35.94 28.52 ( 1. 15)

Standard error 0. 14 1. 67 1. 57

Sample size 61 31 31

Hydroxyurea released
predivision cells

Mean 7.75 162.81 146.31 (5.91)
Standard error 0.24 9. 16 8.56

Sample size 58 32 32

*Table taken from the thesis of Michael McDonnell, California State University, San Diego, with the
author's permission.

aNumbers in parenthesis are DNA content expressed relative to G1 DNA content which is given a value
of 1.00.
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G2 cells had twice the dry mass value of G
1

cells, while cells at the

end of a ten hour HU-block had over three times the dry mass, and

cells just prior to the first recovery division had six times the dry

mass. Autoradiographic data from measurements of 14C-thymidine

uptake showed that HU-blocked cells take up some label, while those

just prior to the first recovery division take up three times more

label than would be found in log phase G2 cells (Table 17).

The uptake of label during the HU-block agrees with previous

studies by Worthington (1973) and myself. Quantitatively, however,

using
3H-TdR Worthington showed that the number of grains per unit

area increased by a factor of 1.35 and I, similarly, found a 1.30

increase. On the other hand, McDonnell, using 14C-TdR, found an

increase by a factor of 1.60. Autoradiographic data obtained using

14C-TdR are generally more reliable for estimating total DNA
3synthesis, than are data obtained using 3H -TdR, which would possibly

explain the discrepancy. In addition, McDonnell (1972) worked with

strain W, which under his laboratory conditions required 50 mM HU to

induce a block, as compared to strain GL in our laboratory which

required 10 mM.

These thymidine uptake data, which imply DNA synthesis during

an HU block, are in direct contrast to reports from Cameron's

laboratory, where during a 17 hour exposure to 50 mM HU, DNA was

shown to be inhibited in strains GL-C and HSM (Cameron and Jeter,
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1971, 1973: Rudick and Cameron, 1972). In addition, Byfield and

Scherbaum (1969) showed that HU arrested DNA synthesis in heat-

synchronized cells. These data are in agreement with the generally

accepted view that HU blocks DNA synthesis.

Hydroxyurea is known to collect cells at the G1 /S border

(Yarbro, et al., 1965). Those cells which do move into S soon die,

and studies of 3 H-TdR uptake into DNA of S-phase cells which escaped

the block show reduction in tritium uptake to 1% of normal (Bacchetti

and Whitmore, 1969). Additional evidence has shown that HU inhibits

semiconservative DNA synthesis (Cleaver, 1969, 1970; Lehman,

1972), and evidently alters the stereochemistry of the reductase

enzyme (Moore, 1969). Moreover, the HU block can be reversed by

removing the HU or by adding deoxyribonucleotides to the medium

(Adams and Lindsay, 1967; Rosenkranz and Carr, 1970; Worthington,

1973). Therefore, HU apparently inhibits ribonucleotide reductase,

preventing the production of deoxyribonucleotides and, therefore,

DNA synthesis (Moore, 1969; Krakoff et al. , 1968).

There appears to be a discrepancy between the apparent mode

of action of HU and the data we have concerning the uptake of 3H-TdR

and 14C-TdR. Is HU actually inhibiting DNA synthesis? If so, why

are the cells incorporating 3H-TdR and 14C-TdR? Microcytophoto-

metric data obtained in this study (Table 17) show no evidence of any

DNA synthesis during an HU-block. Subsequent repeated studies by
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Shepard and myself, however, have shown DNA synthesis up to 12%

more than characteristic of log phase G1 nuclei. Though this may

indicate some DNA synthesis during the HU block (statistical analysis

by Shepard (1973) shows this value may not be different from zero),

it cannot account for the 30% to 60% uptake of label. This uptake,

therefore, may be due to repair. Though HU apparently blocks the

reduction of ribonucleotides, it does not affect the kinase or DNA

polymerase systems (Young and Hodas, 1964; Adams and Lindsay,

1967). Nor does it affect excision repair DNA synthesis (Painter and

Cleaver, 1967; Lieberman, 1971). Moreover, HU has been shown to

induce single strand breaks in DNA (Rosenkranz, et al. , 1968; Jacobs

and Rosenkranz, 1970; Coyle and Stears, 1970), and chromosome

aberrations (Yu and Sinclair, 1968), which would produce a sub-

stantial number of repairable lesions. Thus, it is possible that at

least a fraction, if not all, of the DNA synthesis observed during the

HU block could be due to excision-repair.

From the above discussion it appears that in HU-treated cells

the vast majority of the DNA measured in pre-division cells (Tables

17, 20) is synthesized during the "recovery delay" period, that is,

the period after removal of HU and before the first recovery division.

To facilitate so large an amount of DNA synthesis (three to four times

the G1 value, Tables 17, 20), it would be expected that cells would

initiate DNA synthesis immediately after removal from the HU block.
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Worthington (1973) showed that this is the case as cells go directly

into DNA synthesis from an HU block with little or no lag period.

The information presented above suggests that (1) HU retards

or completely blocks DNA synthesis and division, (2) during the block

the cells increase in dry mass, (3) once removed from the block the

cells immediately initiate DNA synthesis up to some DNA/dry mass

ratio needed for division. Taking this one step further, the cell is

now three to four times larger than log phase G1 cells. In order to

return to log phase G1 cell size the cell must eliminate DNA and reduce

cytoplasmic mass. DNA is eliminated at division by the production of

ECB's. Since excess cytoplasm is not eliminated the cell must utilize

some other method to reduce it's cytoplasmic mass. Shortening the

generation time permits the cell to divide sooner, i. e. before

doubling its mass, thus reducing mass. Such reduction in generation

time during recovery divisions has been shown for cells treated with

HU (Worthington, 1973), heat (Zeuthen, 1971) ultraviolet irradiation

(Shepard, 1972), and in the case of cells released from stationary

growth phase (Worthington, 1973).

Worthington (1973) showed that the cell generation following the

first HU recovery division is only 2.3 hours in duration, whereas in

log phase cells the normal generation time is 3.5 hours. Heat

synchronized cells go through successive recovery divisions the first

two of which are 1.7 hours apart, as compared to a generation time
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of 3.31 hrs for log phase cells (Scherbaum and Zeuthen, 1954). In

UV-irradiated cells the cell generation following the first recovery

division is about two hours in duration (Shepard, 1972). Subsequent

recovery generations, in all instances, slowly approach log phase

generation times.

A reduction in generation time is generally accounted for by a

reduction in the G
1

period (Mitchison, 1971); the S and G2 periods

remain relatively constant. Worthington (1973) has shown the reduc-

tion in generation time following the first HU recovery division is

attributable to a lack of a G
1

period. The same is true for cells re-

covering from stationary phase (Worthington, 1973) and this probably

also holds for cells after heat synchronization and UV-irradiation.

If, as has been suggested, cells recovering from various treat-

ments return to log phase DNA and dry mass levels by elimination

of DNA and reduction of cytoplasmic mass, why do these cells elimin-

ate the G1 period and replicate additional DNA? Why is not the cell

cycle further abbreviated by removing the S-phase too? It may be

that the duration of the G
1

and the initiation of DNA synthesis are

influenced by the particular DNA and dry mass values in the daughter

cells just after division. If the DNA level is low with respect to the

cell dry mass (as could be accounted for by the production of an ECB

or by unequal division of the macronucleus), this might trigger the
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early initiation of DNA synthesis. Contrarily, if the DNA content is

high a prolonged G1 would be predicted.

A Model for Nucleo -cytoplasmic Control

The above mentioned data and ideas gathered from measuring

nuclear DNA content, monitoring cytoplasmic dry mass, and analyzing

the cell cycle of Tetrahymena cells recovering from exposure to

hydroxyurea support a DNA/cell dry mass ratio model of control of

cell growth. This model along with its application to the normal cell

cycle, is presented in Figure 5.

The relative nuclear DNA (N) and cell dry mass (C) values of

1 and 2 are assigned to just divided (early G1) and predivision (late

G2) cells, respectively. The model for the exponential growth cell

cycle is provided by scheme A. During G1 the cell mass increases

as protein and RNA are being synthesized (Prescott, 1957). The

ratio N/C drops to some level below 1 and DNA synthesis is initiated.

During the subsequent S period the N value doubles and C increases

proportionally to the length of the S phase in the cycle, In this case

(C) has reached three-fourths its double value. At this point N has

doubled but C has not and the N/C ratio is now greater than 1. The

G2 period follows during which there is no increase in N, but the

dry mass rises until C has doubled. Though the N and C values are

now 2, the N/C ratio is again 1, and the cell divides, returning its N



Figure 5. A model for the control of the initiation of DNA replication and cytokinesis based upon
nuclear DNA content/cytoplasmic mass ratios. The diagram indicates relative cytoplasmic
mass (C) values, relative nuclear DNA content (N) values, and nuclear DNA content to
cytoplasmic mass ratios (N/C) for the cell at various stages of the cell cycle both before
(A) and after treatment with 10 mM HU (B). The N/C values are derived from the data
presented in Tables 20 and 21. Where the data were incomplete or unavailable hypotheti-
cal N/C values are listed and marked by an asterisk. The abbreviation EB equals ECB.
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and C values to 1. This is the theoretical model. Under normal

conditions, the division of the macronucleus is seldom equal

(Cleffman, 1968; McDonald, 1958), and the N/C ratio would not

necessarily be 1 in G1 cells. Depending upon the directional variation

from an N/C value of 1, sister cells would show distinct differences

in their respective G1 times and subsequent generation times. The

sister receiving more than one-half of the macronucleus would be

expected to have a prolonged G1, final N and C values greater than 2,

and produce an ECB at division. The sister with the smaller macro

nucleus would start S after a short G1 and would reach final N and C

values below 2. If the N and C values are appreciably small, they

would be corrected for in the following generation by the cell under-

going an additional round of replication resulting in a four-fold

increase in DNA (Cleffman, 1968). This in turn would lead to a

longer generation time (Cleffman, 1968) and a subsequently greater

c ell mass.

Scheme B (Figure 5) indicates how the cell reacts when the

normal cycle is altered by treatment with HU. Since HU appears to

specifically alter the S phase (Byfield et al. , 1972; Sinclair, 1965),

the cells pass through GI with a normal N/C variation. During ex-

posure to HU, there is little or no change in N, DNA synthesis being

completely or partially inhibited. Cell mass, however, increases,

as HU has no effect on either RNA or protein synthesis (Rudick and
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Cameron, 1972). With the removal of the block the cells immediately

proceed into a recovery S period during which there is a three- to

four-fold increase in N, but a less accelerated increase in C. Finally

there is a recovery G2 period, at the end of which the N/C ratio is

again 1. However, the relative N and C values are many times larger

than those for log phase GI cells. Both become reduced as the cell

begins a series of recovery divisions. Initially an ECB is produced;

which lowers the N value. The mean size of the ECB will vary

directly in proportion to the N value of the macronucleus (Cleffman,

1968). (For the model in Figure 5, the relative value of 0.4 was

estimated from data given in Table 17). Assuming an equal division

of macronucleus and cytoplasm, and exclusion of the ECB from the N

value, then at the first recovery division the C value will have dropped

from 4 to 2 and the N value from 4 to 1.6. This results in an N/C

ratio below 1 (=0.8). The cell proceeds directly into a DNA synthetic

period, N doubles to 3.2, and C increases; following the ensuing G2

period, during which the C value also reaches 3.2, the cell divides.

As a result of the ECB formation and abbreviated cell cycle, both the

DNA and cell mass have been reduced. This first recovery division

is followed by a series of similar divisions during which the generation

time gradually lengthens until it eventually reaches that of log phase

cells. In addition there is a reduction in frequency and size of ECB's

and a lengthening of the G1 period to that of log phase cells.
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The presence of a recovery G2 is not unexpected. Whether this

time period is essential for accumulation of dry mass in balancing the

N/C ratio or for synthesis of required proteins, such as "division

proteins" (Watanabe and Ikeda, 1965), or for a combination of both,

is unknown, However, it appears that a G2 period is necessary for

division (Zeuthen, 1970, 1971; Helmstetter, 1970, Mitchison, 1971).

The model depicted here for HU treated cells can apply to cells

recovering from other treatments or conditions. Shepard (1965

and unpublished data) has found a similar recovery pattern for

Tetrahymena cells irradiated with ultraviolet light. No cell mass

data were obtained, but cytophotometric data showed that macronuclei

with three times the normal DNA content returned to log phase G1

DNA values after three recovery divisions, in each of which ECB's

were eliminated.

Similar results have been reported for heat synchronized cells

(Zeuthen, 1971; 1964; Scherbaum and Zeuthen, 1954). Eighty minutes

after the end of the shock treatment the cells undergo a series of

recovery divisions with lengtheing generation times. The macro-

nuclear DNA content is gradually reduced (see Table 16) through

formation ECB's, and eventually returns to the level of log phase cells

(Zeuthen, 1971). Cells recovering from the stationary phase show

similar trends (Worthington, 1973; Table 5). It should be noted at

this time that although three divisions are depicted in the model for
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HU-treated cells, full recovery to log growth phase N and C values

may vary from cell to cell or with the treatment. The variations are

due to size differences in ECB's and also to unequal divisions of the

macronucleus. However, these variations should have no effect on

the proposed model.

It is not clear how the N/C ratio may exert its influence. It

does not appear that the N/C ratio per se controls the various stages

of the cell cycle. However, the evidence presented above establishes

a correlation between this ratio and various functions of the cell cycle

and may in turn point to studies by which the mechanisms of cellular

control may be elucidated.
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SUMMARY

The present study represents an attempt to gain a better under-

standing of the formation and fate of extranuclear chromatin bodies

(ECB). Various treatments (HU, UV-irradiation, heat shock) and

conditions (starvation, temperature changes stationary phase growth)

were employed to facilitate this attempt. By utilizing these treat-

ments it was possible to obtain a greater percentage of cells with

ECB's without altering the property of the ECB. In addition, ECB's

produced under these treatments were easier to study as they were

distinctly larger than those formed by exponentially growing cells

(untreated).

Feu lgen, toluidine blue 0, and euchrysine staining and auto-

radiography (3 H-thymidine) were used to follow the ECB during its

formation and subsequent fate. Microspectrophotometric measure-

ments were employed to determine quantitative relationships between

the DNA of the macronucleus and that of the ECB.

The results obtained were as follows: 1) 51% of the dividing

cells in a log growth phase culture produce one (43%) or more (8%)

ECB's. 2) Newly formed ECB's respond to stains and extractions

as do macronuclei. 3) Single ECB's assort randomly into either

daughter cell. 4) By the completion of cytokinesis, most newly

formed ECB's have undergone changes in morphology and stainability.
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5) The ECB's gradually disappear during the cell cycle: the percentage

of daughter cells with recently formed ECB's remains relatively con-

stant at 30% for the first 35 minutes and then decreases gradually to

about 10% just before division 2 (at 205 minutes). 6) The remaining

ECB's are carried through divisions 2, and are found in 5% of the

subsequent G1 cells. 7) Most of these ECB's disappear during the

next cell cycle, although some are carried into division 3. 8) ECB's

once formed do not incorporate labeled thymidine at any time in the

cell cycle.

Almost all (88%) heat synchronized cells form at least one ECB

at the first synchronized division (21% form two), resulting in 48%

of the daughter cells with an ECB. This value drops rapidly to 8%

within 80 minutes and to 5% just prior to the second synchronous

division (at 105 minutes) and then rises to 55% following this division.

The extra percent of ECB's is due to the small carry-over from the

first division. Similar rapid losses of ECB's are observed in log

phase G1 cells placed in starvation medium (inorganic salts).

The loss of ECB's probably results from intracellular digestion

with subsequent reincorporation or elimination of the breakdown

products. These and other data suggest that ECB formation is a fac-

tor in the maintenance of some optimum nucleo-cytoplasmic mass ratio

which may be involved in the control of the cell cycle. A model sup-

porting this proposal is presented in the Discussion.
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